
Business continuity for 
the digital business with 

Dendrio and 
Microsoft Azure Backup

We can help you integrate
Your applications up and running in
no time after a disaster, with virtually
no loss of data. We guarantee
application recovery, which means
that we not only make sure that your
servers are booted in Azure.
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Our expertise + Microsoft Azure  Backup

We’re the expert in cloud deployment…
 Solutions implemented successfully to the important customers
 Monitoring and optimization services post implementation
 Adoption services

Dendrio is the smart guide that leverages existing 
technologies and identifies new technologies to provide 
a competitive advantage to its customers: price, 
reaction speed, safety and optimization. In this way, it 
facilitates business Journey.

Every business day is a journey in the world of techno-
logy. Dendrio is with you. We deliver integrated services 
based on Cloud, Security, Networking and complete 
mobility solutions, software applications with various 
licensing options. We do everything to ease the way 
your company runs in order to be the shortest and 
safest: Dendrio. Your Journey. Upgraded!

Microsoft Azure Backup

Centralized 
management
Monitor, operate, 
govern, and 
optimize data 
protection at 
scale in unified 
and consistent 
manner using 
Backup Center

Application consistency
Back up and restore data 
from virtual machines 
with application 
consistency in Windows 
using Volume Shadow 
Copy Service (VSS) and in 
Linux with pre- and post-
processing scripts.

Multi-workload support
Back up Azure Virtual 
Machines, on-premises 
servers, SQL Server and 
SAP HANA on Azure 
Virtual Machines, Azure 
Files, and Azure 
Database for 
PostgreSQL

Durable storage 
options
Store your backups 
in locally redundant 
storage (LRS), geo-
redundant storage 
(GRS), and zone-
redundant storage 
(ZRS).

You don’t have to worry about the availability of your application
We go far beyond many other cloud migration and disaster recovery offerings, which stop 
at just booting your servers.

We can help you integrate your…
Your applications up and running in no time after a disaster, with virtually no loss of data. 
We guarantee application recovery, which means that we not only make sure that your 
servers are booted in Azure. 
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